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Syllabication of Filipino Words 

A syllable is one unit of sound that forms the whole or part of a word. In Filipino, a 

syllable is called pantig and the syllabication of a word is called pagpapantig. When 

syllabicating words, syllables are separated by a middle dot called the interpunct (·) 

which is also called the interpoint, middot, or centered dot.  

Syllable Forms 

A syllable may be comprised of one vowel alone but a consonant needs a vowel to 

make a syllable.  Syllables with two or more letters can have only one vowel. 

However, a syllable can have one or more consonants. The Filipino word for vowel is 

patinig (symbol: P) and the word for consonant is katinig (symbol: K).  

The table below shows the different forms of Filipino syllables and same examples of 

Filipino words with those types of syllables. 
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Rules in Syllabicating Filipino Words 

Listed below are the rules in syllabicating Filipino words as recommended by the 

Komisyon ng Wikang Filipino (KWF) in its document entitled Ortograpiyang 

Pambansa (2013), which is attached to the Department of Education Order No. 34, 

s. 2013.  

Ortography refers to the part of language study concerned with letters and spelling. 

It also refers to writing words with the correct letters and with accordance to 

standard or accepted usage.   

1. A syllable may be comprised of one vowel alone but a consonant needs a vowel 

to make a syllable.  Syllables with two or more letters can have only one vowel. 

However, a syllable can have one or more consonants. 

Examples: ako (a·ko), sila (si·la), ulam (u·lam), baul (ba·ul), almusal (al·mu·sal) 

2. If there are two or more consecutive vowels in a word, the vowels are separated 

into different syllables. These consecutive vowels may appear at the beginning, in 

the middle, or at the end of a word. 

Examples: aagaw (a·a·gaw), uulan (u·u·lan), alaala (a·la·a·la), asotea (a·so·te·a), 

baunan (ba·u·nan), loob (lo·ob), tuon (tu·on), babae (ba·ba·e), noo (no·o), totoo 

(to·to·o), buo (bu·o) 

 

3. If there are two consecutive consonants in a word, the first consonant joins the 

vowel before it in one syllable.  The second consonant becomes part of the next 

syllable. 

Examples: ambon (am·bon), pinggan (ping·gan), madre (mad·re), tigre (tig·re), 

serbisyo (ser·bis·yo), iskolar (is·ko·lar), istorya (is·tor·ya)       

4. If there are three different consecutive consonants somewhere in the middle of a 

word, the first two consonants join the vowel before them in one syllable. The 

third consonant becomes part of the next syllable. 

Examples: breyslet (breys·let), transportasyon (trans·por·tas·yon), inspirasyon 

(ins·pi·ras·yon), ekskursiyon (eks·kur·si·yon), eksperimento (eks·pe·ri·men·to) 

5. If there are three consecutive consonants somewhere in the middle of a word, 

and the first consonant is m or n and the next two consonants are any of the 

consonant clusters bl, br, dr, pl, or tr, then the m or n joins the vowel before it in 

one syllable and the consonant cluster becomes part of the next syllable.  
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Examples: sum·bre·ro (sum·bre·ro), miyembro (mi·yem·bro), balandra 

(ba·lan·dra), timpla (tim·pla), simple (sim·ple), ehemplo (e·hem·plo), kompleto 

(kom·ple·to), kontrata (kon·tra·ta), entrada (en·tra·da), entrega (en·tre·ga), 

Intramuros (In·tra·mu·ros) 

 

6. If there are four consecutive consonants somewhere in the middle of a word, the 

first two consonants join the vowel before them in a syllable. The last two 

consonants become part of the next syllable. 

Examples: abstrak (abs·trak), ekstra (eks·tra), ekspres (eks·pres), eksklusibo 

(eks·klu·si·bo), eksplorasyon (eks·plo·ras·yon), ekstremidad (eks·tre·mi·dad), 

transkripsiyon (trans·krip·si·yon) 

 

Before I continue, I would just like to add that some Filipinos make the mistake of 

breaking up the letter ng into two consonants. Remember that ng is considered to 

be one letter in the Filipino alphabet; it is a consonant. It may appear at the 

beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a word. It cannot be separated into the 

consonants n and g, and thus cannot be separated into two different syllables. 

Examples: ngipin (ngi·pin), bango (ba·ngo), mangga (mang·ga), bulong (bu·long)  

It is also important to note that there are Filipino words that have n and g next to 

each other but it is not the letter ng. The key is in knowing how the word is 

pronounced. 

 

Changes in Syllabicating Filipino Words 

The discussion that follows attempts to show how the syllabication of some Filipino 

words would be changed if the above rules were followed. I will compare how some 

Filipino words were syllabicated in the 2010 Edition of the UP Diksiyonaryong 

Filipino and how they should be syllabicated according to the above rules of the 

Ortograpiyang Pambansa (2013). 

Note that the above syllabication rules first appeared in a document by the KWF 

entitled Gabay sa Ortograpiya ng Wikang Filipino, which was attached to DepEd 

Order No. 104, s. 2009 and implemented by the DepEd since then. Since the UP 

dictionary was released a year after (2010), it would be understandable that these 

new syllabication rules were not applied to some words in the dictionary.     

a. A consonant cluster or consonant blend is a sequence of consonants without a 

vowel and wherein each consonant sound is heard when the word is 
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pronounced. Examples of consonants clusters in Flipino are bl, br, dr, gr, pl, and 

pr. 

Some Filipino words have two consecutive consonants (somewhere in the middle 

of a word) that look like a consonant cluster. Now it would seem that these 

consonant clusters are not separated into two consonants in different syllables. 

The consonant cluster would join a vowel or other letters in one syllable.  

Since there are no specific syllabication rules on words with two-letter consonant 

clusters in the middle of the word, such words would have to fall under rule 3 

above (words with two consecutive consonants).  

The table below shows the comparison between the syllabication of words with 

consonant clusters in the UP Filipino dictionary and if rule 3 of the Ortograpiyang 

Pambansa were followed. 
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b. Two consecutive consonants in some Filipino words look like a consonant cluster 

but they are separated into two different syllables and are therefore not 

considered to be a consonant cluster. In these cases, syllabication rule 3 of the 

Ortograpiyang Pambansa applies. 
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c. There are some Filipino words with three consecutive consonants which do not 

seem to follow the syllabication rule 4 or 5 stated above. For example, if the last 

two consonants is a consonant cluster, it seems that the first consonant joins the 

vowel before it in a syllable and the consonant cluster becomes part of the next 

syllable.  

The table below shows the comparison between the syllabication of words with 

consonant clusters in the UP Filipino dictionary and if rule 4 of the Ortograpiyang 

Pambansa were followed. 
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If we apply syllabication rule 4 to words with consonant clusters such as those in 

the table above, the pronunciation of the words would sound a bit awkward. 

Many Filipinos tend to pronounce these words as they are syllabicated in the UP 

dictionary.   

 

d. Filipino words with other consonant clusters (such as gr and pr) that follow the 

letters m or n would not fall under rule 5 but would have to fall under rule 4. The 

two consonants in the consonant cluster would be separated into different 

syllables. 

The table below shows the comparison between the syllabication of words with 

consonant clusters in the UP Filipino dictionary and if rule 4 of the Ortograpiyang 

Pambansa were followed. 

 

Because DepEd endorses the use of the Ortograpiyang Pambansa, the syllabication 

of the words under this column would be considered correct unless the effect of 

consonant clusters on the pronunciation of words was overlooked and therefore not 

included in the syllabication rules. 

 


